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We explore the outcomes of detailed microscopic models by calculating second- and third-harmonic generation
from thin-film surfaces with discontinuous free-electron densities. These circumstances can occur in structures
consisting of a simple metal mirror, or arrangements composed of either different metals or a metal and a
free-electron system like a conducting oxide. Using a hydrodynamic approach we highlight the case of a gold
mirror and that of a two-layer system containing indium tin oxide (ITO) and gold. We assume the gold mirror
surface is characterized by a free-electron cloud of varying density that spills into the vacuum, which as a result
of material dispersion exhibits epsilon-near-zero conditions and local-field enhancement at the surface. For a1
bilayer consisting of a thin ITO and gold film, if the wave is incident from the ITO side the electromagnetic field
is presented with a free-electron discontinuity at the ITO-gold interface, and wavelength-dependent epsilon-near-2
zero conditions that enhance local fields and conversion efficiencies, and we determine the surface’s emission
properties. We evaluate the relative significance of additional nonlinear sources that arise when a free-electron
discontinuity is present, and show that harmonic generation can be sensitive to the density of the screening
free-electron cloud, and not its thickness. Our findings also suggest the possibility to control surface harmonic
generation through surface charge engineering.
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I. INTRODUCTION28
The study of second-harmonic generation (SHG) from29
surfaces has remained active since the early days of nonlinear30
optics [1–8]. The list includes nanoscale surface structures31
that exhibit strong nonlinear chirality [6,8]. Surface SHG is32
an ideal nondestructive tool to study surfaces with sensitivity33
at the subnanometer scale. However, our understanding of the34
surface properties remains uncertain because while different35
theoretical models may yield similar angular dependence of the36
generated SH signal there is disagreement on the magnitude37
of the predicted SH signal, with results sometimes differing38
by several orders of magnitude (see Refs. [1–5,11,22,24]39
and references therein]. This apparent, model-dependent in-40
consistency is symptomatic of a combination of incomplete41
knowledge of the nanoscale surface composition and structure,42
and of the relative significance of a number of quantum-based43
physical phenomena. For example, the effective electron mass44
is reported to be sensitive to the particular deposition method45
employed [9]. Through the detection of surface-plasmon46
modes, it has also been shown that a simple metal layer47
may be denser on the substrate side compared to its air side,48
leading to a position dependent dielectric function [10] and49
large discrepancies between actual and tabulated values. At the50
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same time, the dielectric constant itself may be a function of 51
both frequency and wave vector via the excitation of nonlocal 52
effects, e.g., electron gas pressure [11]. 53
In addition to questions surrounding deposition processes 54
and surface preparation, there are issues regarding the meth- 55
ods that are used to predict electrodynamic phenomena in 56
nanoscale systems. Over the decades, technological progress 57
has led to a steady miniaturization process that has resulted 58
in structures having features with near-atomic size. On the 59
subnanometer scale, the applicability of classical electrody- 60
namics is called into question: the theory is based on a process 61
that turns the rapidly fluctuating microscopic fields found 62
near individual atoms into macroscopic fields averaged over a 63
volume of space that may contain countless atoms, or dipoles. 64
The medium loses its granularity only to be described as a 65
continuum that necessitates the mere application of boundary 66
conditions at interfaces [12]. This simplified picture fails if the 67
macroscopic theory is applied to systems with feature sizes 68
that compare with the size of atoms [13]. This is already the 69
case for typical nanowire and/or nanoparticle systems that 70
are easily fabricated with features so small and so closely 71
spaced that the electronic wave functions spilling outside their 72
respective surfaces may overlap. The electronic wave-function 73
diameter of a typical noble-metal atom is approximately 3 ˚A, 74
while the electronic cloud forming and shielding a flat, noble- 75
metal surface may extend several angstroms into free space 76
(Fig. 1). 77
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of a typical noble-metal
atom. The radii represent the maximum amplitude of orbital wave
functions calculated using a many-body approach. (b) The dashed line
represents the last row of atoms in a medium that extends to the left.
This rudimentary picture suggests that a free-electron only patina of
approximate thickness t shields a medium composed of both free and
bound electrons. (c) Diagram of bound, d-shell electrons represented
as Lorentz oscillators.
The study of light interactions with optically thick metal78
layers below their plasma frequencies, where the dielectric79
constant is negative, had been limited to the study of reflection80
due to the large negative dielectric constant and the absence81
of propagation modes. At the nanometer scale, transmission82
through thick metal layers and structures that may contain hun-83
dreds of nanometers of metal has been shown to be possible by84
exploiting cavity or interference phenomena that localize the85
light inside the metal itself [5,14], as well as surface-plasmon86
excitation where the light is channeled through subwavelength87
apertures [15].88
The linear optical response of metals is almost always89
modeled using the Drude model, i.e., as a cloud of free electrons90
with a frequency dependent dielectric constant and fixed91
boundaries. This model is inadequate to describe experimental92
observations of light scattering from nanoscale systems, and93
so it is enhanced by hydrodynamic models that incorporate94
nonlocal effects through terms like electron gas pressure [16–95
21] and surface and bulk nonlinearities [22–26]. Ultimately, the96
subnanometer gap between metals enables quantum tunneling97
[27–35], which may also easily be incorporated into dynamical98
time domain models [29].99
The absorption of free-electron systems like ITO or cad-100
mium oxide (CdO) is smaller compared to that of noble101
metals, especially in the range where the real part of the102
dielectric constant crosses the axis and takes on near-zero103
values. Materials used in the zero crossing region have been104
dubbed epsilon-near-zero (ENZ) materials [36]. If the imag-105
inary contribution to the permittivity also approaches zero106
then the refractive index also approaches zero. The so-called107
zero index materials would propagate an electromagnetic wave108
from one side to the other with no phase delay. While there109
are interesting consequences of the peculiar dispersive linear110
optical properties of these materials, our interest is aimed 111
at studying novel, low-intensity nonlinear optical phenomena 112
that otherwise are observed only for high, local fields. ENZ 113
materials contribute to enhanced optical harmonic generation 114
and as such their study can shed new light on our fundamental 115
understanding of both linear and nonlinear optical processes 116
of free-electron systems [37]. 117
The nonlinear field enhancement mechanism is triggered 118
by the requirement that the longitudinal component of the 119
displacement vector of a TM-polarized field be continuous, 120
which for homogeneous, flat structures is exemplified by the 121
relationship εinEzin = εoutEzout. εin (out) is the dielectric constant 122
inside (outside) the medium, and Ezin (out) is the corresponding 123
longitudinal component of the electric-field amplitude inside 124
(outside) the material. It follows that if εin ⇒ 0 then Ezin ⇒ ∞. 125
The field enhancement and the observation of nonlinear [38,39] 126
and nonlocal effects [40] are primarily limited by the imaginary 127
contribution to the dielectric function of the ENZ material. 128
Additionally, nonlocal effects in these materials can play a 129
major role in noble metals, as both field penetration inside the 130
medium and field derivatives are correspondingly more promi- 131
nent, leading to significant deviations from the predictions of 132
local electromagnetism. Quantum tunneling contributions and 133
nonlocal effects are simultaneously accounted for in structures 134
with subnanometer spacing in Ref. [29]. 135
II. MODEL 136
We illustrate our theoretical approach using a representative 137
example, the seemingly simple problem of a gold film interface 138
as seen from the atomic scale. In Fig. 1(a) we depict a typical 139
noble-metal atom: a nearly free, s-shell electron that orbits 140
at an approximate distance rs ∼ 1.5 ˚A from the nucleus, and 141
d-shell electrons the orbits of which extend out approximately 142
rd ∼ 0.5 ˚A from the nucleus [41,42]. The rudimentary picture 143
that emerges even from a cursory look at Fig. 1(b), which 144
schematically represents atoms distributed at and just below 145
the surface of a hypothetical metallic medium, is one of 146
a negatively charged electron cloud that spills outside the 147
ionic surface [the dashed line in Fig. 1(b)] and screens the 148
inside portions of the metal. The figure also suggests that 149
interior sections of the medium contain a combination of free 150
and bound charges, which present their own surface to the 151
incoming electromagnetic wave. Therefore, it is plausible to 152
assume that some of the reasons for the discrepancies between 153
experimental results and most theoretical models, and between 154
theoretical models themselves, may to some extent reside in 155
the failure to accurately describe the spatial distribution of the 156
electrons that spill outside the medium’s ionic surface, and 157
to account for all surfaces (free and bound electrons alike) in 158
and around the transition region indicated by the dashed line. 159
In addition, nonlinear optical phenomena due to anharmonic 160
spring behavior [Fig. 1(c)] are necessarily confined to the 161
volume defined by the surface nuclei, i.e., to the left of the 162
dashed line in Fig. 1(b). The free-electron gas spilling out of the 163
surface beyond the nuclei shields nonlinear third-order effects 164
arising from bound electrons. Measurements of this effect are 165
referred to as the metal-induced gap states [43]. 166
Calculations have shown that for realistic metal surfaces 167
the charge density decays exponentially with distance from 168
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FIG. 2. Right: Depiction of two types of exponential decay of the electron cloud that covers the metal surface. Both decays yield a mean
density approximately 10% of the value at the hard, ionic surface, i.e., the dashed line in Fig. 1. The main difference between the two density
profiles is the spatial extension into vacuum, i.e., 2–5 ˚A. Left: Once the average density and spatial extension into vacuum have been chosen, the
electromagnetic problem is solved by introducing two surfaces and an external layer that contains only free charges, resulting in a discontinuous
free charge density and a screened internal medium composed of free and bound charges. The bulk, third-order nonlinearity is assumed to
originate only in bound charges, which are described as collections of Lorentz oscillators.
the ionic surface [44]. Density functional theory has been169
used to describe SHG [45] originating from the charge-density170
distribution outside a conductor in the presence of electrolytic171
solutions [45–47]. The liquid changes the surface charge-172
density distribution and leads to significant differences in173
surface SHG compared to the bare metal. Therefore, we adopt a174
similar model, at first assuming some type of exponential decay175
of the free charge density from the surface (Fig. 2, right panel),176
and subsequently assigning average value and thickness to an177
external charge density that in our modified scheme forms a178
single, uniform layer composed only of free charges (Fig. 2,179
left panel). Figure 2 shows the modified configuration of Fig. 1.180
The local dielectric constant of the free-electron layer is181
Drude-like and given by182
ε(ω)spillout = 1 −
ω2pf,spillout
ω2 + iγf ω , (1)
ωpf,spillout = 4πnspilloute
2
m0
is the plasma frequency, and γf is the183
related damping coefficient. The local dielectric constant of3 184
the interior bulk section also contains a Drude portion that185
describes free electrons, and at least two Lorentz oscillator186
contributions that allow one to model a more accurate medium187
response for wavelengths down to approximately 200 nm, and188
that take into account the contribution to the dielectric constant189
by d-shell electrons, as follows:190
εbulk (ω) = 1 −
ω2pf,bulk
ω2 + iγf ω −
ω2p1
ω2 − ω201 + iγ01ω
− ω
2
p2
ω2 − ω202 + iγ02ω
. (2)
ωp1,2 are the bound electrons’ plasma frequencies and γ01,2 are191
the related damping coefficients. The ionic surface represented192
by the dashed line in Fig. 1 demarcates both free- and193
bound-electron discontinuities and contains surface nonlinear- 194
ities of its own [24,25]. For simplicity we assume that free 195
electrons found inside the volume have identical damping 196
coefficients as free electrons in the spillout layer, but may 4197
have different densities or plasma frequencies. A smaller 198
damping coefficient in the outer, free-electron layer could lead 199
to larger local fields and improved conversion efficiencies, 200
without, however, influencing the qualitative aspects of our 201
predictions. In addition to bound electrons, the total linear 202
dielectric function is modified dynamically by a second- 203
order spatial derivative of the free-electron polarization that 204
describes electron gas pressure in the two relevant regions of 205
space depicted in Fig. 2. For now we neglect nonlocal effects 206
due to viscosity [40]. Most of what occurs at the surface and 207
the evolution of the generated signals may, under the right 208
circumstances, be determined entirely by the density of the 209
thin, external layer of free charges. The dynamical equation 210
of motion that describes harmonic generation from the free- 211
electron gas portions, modified to account for a discontinuous 212
charge density (i.e., a spatial derivative), nonlocal pressure 213
effects, magnetic contributions, and convection, may be written 214
as follows [48]: 215
¨Pf + γf ˙Pf =
n0e
2
m∗
(
λ0
c
)2
E − eλ0
m∗c2
(∇ · Pf )E
+ eλ0
m∗c2
˙Pf × H − 1
n0eλ0
[
(∇ · ˙Pf ) ˙Pf
+ ( ˙Pf ·∇) ˙Pf + n0 ˙Pf ( ˙Pf ·∇)
(
1
n0
)]
+ 5EF
3m∗c2
∇(∇ · Pf ) + 109
EF
m∗c2
1
n0
(∇ · Pf )∇n0, (3)
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where Pf is the free-electron polarization; E and H are the216
propagating electric and magnetic fields, respectively; m∗ =217
me is the free electron’s effective mass; γf = 1014 rad/s is the218
damping coefficient; n0 = 5.8 × 1022cm−3 is the background5 219
charge density with no applied field; EF = h¯22m∗ (3π2n0)2/3 ≈220
5eV is the Fermi level of gold; c is the speed of light in vacuum.221
For the moment nonlinear, nonlocal effects are neglected [24],222
and note that the description of SHG and third-harmonic223
generation (THG) requires that Eq. (3) split into three coupled224
equations, each describing one of the harmonic fields [24].225
The equation is scaled with respect to dimensionless time and6 226
to longitudinal and transverse coordinates (two-dimensional):227
τ = ct/λ0, ξ = z/λ0, and y˜ = y/λ0, respectively, where λ0 =228
1μm is chosen as a convenient reference wavelength. A229
discontinuous free charge density between the external and230
internal free-electron distributions is equivalent to a metal-231
metal interface, and is described by the nonlinear term that232
appears inside the bracketed expression on the right-hand side,233
i.e., n0 ˙Pf ( ˙Pf ·∇)(1/n0). Equation (3) represents a simple234
Drude model when (n0e2λ20/m∗c2)E is the only driving term,235
augmented by a number of linear and nonlinear source terms236
as follows: the magnetic Lorentz force, (eλ0/m∗c2) ˙Pf × H;237
a Coulomb term, −(eλ0/m∗c2)E(∇ · Pf ), describes redis-238
tribution of free charges at and near each boundary, ac-239
cording to the strength of the derivatives; convective terms,240
[(∇ · ˙Pf ) ˙Pf + ( ˙Pf ·∇) ˙Pf + n0 ˙Pf ( ˙Pf ·∇)(1/n0)]; and lin-241
ear electron gas pressure terms proportional to ∇(∇ · Pf ) and242
(∇ · Pf )∇n0 that lead to a k-dependent dielectric constant.243
Similarly to Eq. (3), each species of bound electrons is244
described by a nonlinear oscillator equation of the following245
type [24,25]:246
¨P1 + γ01 ˙P1 + ω201P1 − b1(P1 · P1)P1
= n01e
2λ20
m∗b1c2
E + eλ0
m∗b1c2
˙P1 × H. (4)
We note that a similar equation describes the second bound247
electron species and that Eq. (4) requires further processing248
before surface phenomena due to bound electrons can be taken249
into account [24,25,48]. Bound electrons are characterized250
by effective mass m∗b1; resonance angular frequency ω01;251
density n01; damping γ01; and third-order nonlinear spring252
constant b1, which is generally proportional to χ (3) and253
responsible for self-phase modulation and THG [49]. The254
bound electron masses and densities are assumed to be the255
same as for free electrons and the following coefficients:256
γb,1 = γb,2 = 2.2 × 1015 rad/s, ω0,1 = 16π × 1014 rad/s for257
the first oscillator, andω0,2 = 2.7π × 1015 rad/s for the second258
oscillator. Just as was the case for the damping coefficient that259
we chose for the external free-electron layer, choosing different260
effective bound electron masses can modify overall nonlinear261
conversion efficiencies because the nonlinear driving terms are262
inversely proportional to the effective mass. These oscillators,263
depicted in Fig. 1, directly generate a third-harmonic signal.264
However, free electrons are also capable of generating a third-265
harmonic signal via a cascaded process, i.e., sum-frequency266
up-conversion due to pump and second-harmonic mixing267
through any of the nonlinear source terms in Eq. (3) [48–50].268
Ultimately, the material equations of motion yield a polariza-269
tion that is the vectorial sum of each contribution, namely,270
PTotal = Pf + P1 + P2 + . . ., which in turn is inserted into 271
Maxwell’s equations to solve for the dynamics. Therefore, 272
unlike most models, which routinely exclude valence elec- 273
trons from the full dynamics, neglect the ionic surface, and 274
assume the pump remains undepleted, our approach allows for 275
self-phase modulation, pump depletion, band shifts, nonlocal 276
effects, free and bound charge interfaces, and linear and non- 277
linear d-shell electron contributions to the dielectric function. 278
According to our prescription in Fig. 2, a gold mirror may 279
thus be thought of as a two-layer system characterized by a 280
metal-metal interface: a free-electron layer having a thickness 281
between 2 and 5 ˚A that covers a medium containing a mix of 282
free and bound electrons. A similar free-electron layer should 283
be considered on the right side of the mirror, but its effects 284
are negligible for thick layers. The description then becomes 285
an usual boundary value problem where the composition of 286
individual layers and their thicknesses are chosen according to 287
the quantization of atomic orbitals. 288
III. GOLD MIRROR 289
In Ref. [48] we presented the results of a study of SH 290
and TH conversion efficiencies from a gold surface cov- 291
ered by a thin, angstrom-thick patina of free electrons of 292
variable density,nspillout, that displays ENZ conditions. We 293
demonstrated that (i) reasonable conditions (densities) exist 294
such that ε(ω)spillout, ε(2ω)spillout, and ε(3ω)spillout approach 295
near-zero values, thus triggering resonant conditions for the 296
fields and correspondingly high conversion efficiencies [51]; 297
(ii) if the free-electron density is discontinuous, the term 298
n0 ˙Pf ( ˙Pf ·∇)(1/n0) in Eq. (3) cannot be neglected as its 299
presence can increase conversion efficiencies by several orders 300
of magnitude compared to neglecting the spillout effect; and 301
(iii) the thickness of the outer, free-electron layer plays only 302
a minor role in conversion efficiency. We also showed that 303
under ENZ conditions the intensity of the surface generated 304
TH signal could overwhelm the TH signal originating in the 305
bulk, turning THG into a surface phenomenon [48]. 306
While it may be possible to engineer a surface charge 307
density by technological means, it is perhaps more practical 308
to exploit material dispersion to seek out resonant, ENZ con- 309
ditions for a given density, an approach that we pursue below. 310
For example, in Fig. 3(a) we plot the wavelength for which the 311
real part of the dielectric function of the external, free-electron 312
layer [Eq. (1)] becomes zero as a function of its density, 313
normalized to the free-electron density within the bulk. Each 314
of the colored arrows in Fig. 3(a) points to the free-electron 315
densities on the abscissa that connect to the wavelengths that 316
correspond to the Re(εspillout ) ≈ 0 conditions on the ordinate, 317
i.e., approximately 400, 450, and 525 nm. In Fig. 3(b) we plot 318
the predicted SHG conversion efficiency versus wavelength for 319
these three fixed densities and 45° incident angle, and compare 320
with the SHG efficiency without an external free-electron 321
layer. TM-polarized, incident pulses are approximately 50 fs 322
in duration, with peak intensities of order 2 GW/cm2. The 323
external free-electron patina is assumed to be 0.25 nm thick, 324
although thickness seems to be unimportant [48], while the rest 325
of the gold layer is 80 nm thick. As pointed out in Ref. [51], 326
conversion efficiencies for SHG are proportional to 1/(n2ωn2ω ), 327
where nω and n2ω refer to the indices of refraction, with a 328
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FIG. 3. (a) Wavelength vs density of the external free-electron
layer where Re(ε) = 0. Three possible densities are highlighted:
nspillout = 0.075nbulk, 0.1nbulk, and 0.125nbulk. These densities are
close to the expected average density of the external free-electron
layer, as per the discussion surrounding Fig. 2. (b) SHG conversion
efficiency vs incident pump wavelength for each of the indicated
densities, and for the case of no free-electron patina. The SHG maxima
occur where Re[ε(2ω)] ≈ 0. Additional maxima may occur at shorter
wavelengths corresponding to zero crossing of the real part of the
internal portion dielectric constant, i.e., Eq. (2). The pump is incident
at 45◦ and is TM polarized.
similar expression holding for THG. While ENZ conditions at329
the pump wavelength are clearly more favorable, and a doubly330
resonant system would be ideal, tuning at least one of the331
fields to the ENZ conditions has obvious advantages [48,51].332
The figure thus suggests that for the plausible densities that333
we have chosen a spectral analysis of the SH signal should334
reveal marked maxima at the ENZ conditions. Alternatively,335
the presence of a peak in the SH spectrum similar to that336
reported in Fig. 3 could help determine the effective density of337
the free-electron patina. Secondary maxima evolve at shorter338
wavelengths, most likely due to the ENZ conditions of the339
internal portions of the medium.340
IV. ITO-GOLD BILAYER341
In practical terms the situation described above, namely,342
a discontinuous free charge density, may be replicated by343
considering a thin layer of a free-electron system like ITO344
deposited on a gold layer. The known charge density of com-345
mercially available ITO is approximately 100 times smaller346
compared to that of noble metals, i.e., nITO ≈ 5.8 × 1020cm−3,347
with an ENZ condition [52] near 1246 nm. These numbers may348
change depending on doping and annealing temperature. The349
model outlined above has been applied to study the nonlinear,350
high-gain context of nested plasmonic resonances [53], where351
field intensity is enhanced by the overlap of the intrinsic352
ENZ condition in an ITO particle placed inside the plasmonic353
resonance of a metallic nanoantenna.354
The first structure that we consider is a 20-nm ITO layer355
on a 80-nm-thick gold layer. The geometrical configuration356
is similar to the gold mirror depicted in Fig. 1, except that357
the outer, free-electron layer now consists of ITO (Fig. 4).358
For ITO, the free-electron parameters are m∗ITO = 0.5 me,359
γf = 2 × 1013 rad/s, and a corresponding EF ≈ 1 eV. These360
choices yield Fermi velocities that are similar for both gold361
and ITO, i.e., ∼ 106 m/s. The bound electron response in362
ITO (i.e., ε∞) is modeled with one Lorentz-type oscillator363
having the following coefficients: m∗0b = me, n0b ≈ 5.8 × 364
1020cm−3, γb = 6π × 1016rad/s, and ω0 = 2π × 1016rad/s. 365
For simplicity, the coefficient bb = ω20/(n20be2|r20|) [53] in 366
Eq. (4) and is chosen to be bb = 1037 m4/A2 for both 367
ITO and gold. In Fig. 4 we plot SHG conversion efficiency 368
versus incident pump wavelength at fixed incident angle of 369
45◦, to determine the importance of nonlocal terms and the 370
additional nonlinear convective source, n0 ˙Pf ( ˙Pf ·∇)(1/n0). 371
If we exclude all other nonlinear contributions, then the last two 372
terms in Eq. (3), i.e., 5EF3m∗c2∇(∇ · Pf ) + 109 EFm∗c2 1n0 (∇ · Pf )∇n0, 373
comprise the linear nonlocal response of the system. Therefore, 374
by local one means that the calculation excludes those two 375
terms, while by nonlocal one implies their inclusion. In Fig. 4 376
we first set out to establish the importance of local versus 377
nonlocal by comparing red (solid empty squares) and blue 378
(dashed empty circles) curves. A comparison of the blue and 379
black (dashed empty triangles) curves then establishes the 380
importance including the nonlinear term, n0 ˙Pf ( ˙Pf ·∇)(1/n0), 381
in the calculation. The figure thus shows that both the new 382
nonlinear convective term and nonlocal effects introduce 383
significant qualitative and quantitative differences in both 384
transmitted and reflected signals, although the transmitted SH 385
signal is more than three orders of magnitude weaker than the 386
corresponding reflected signal due to the thickness of the gold 387
layer. 388
As mentioned previously, there are two sources of THG: the 389
bulk third-order nonlinearity associated with the b coefficient 390
in Eq. (4), and the cascading process arising from surface 391
and bulk terms in the free-electron portions of both ITO and 392
gold. In Fig. 5 we plot the angular dependence of transmitted 393
and reflected THG with (b = 0) and without (b = 0) a bulk 394
third-order nonlinear coefficient for the ITO-gold bilayer 395
depicted in Fig. 4. It is evident that most of the reflected 396
signal is independent ofb, arising mostly from the free-electron 397
component of ITO tied to the ENZ condition [48]. On the 398
other hand, the peak of the transmitted component shifts by 399
approximately 15◦ and is significantly influenced by the fact 400
that the transmitted signal has to traverse the medium, although 401
transmission is strongly abated by the thickness of the gold 402
layer. 403
We now examine the two-layer structure shown in Fig. 6, 404
where ITO and gold layers have the same 20-nm thickness, and 405
light can be incident from either side. We focus on the ITO-Au 406
transition region by neglecting any spillout effect on either 407
side. The limited thickness of gold ensures that transmitted 408
and reflected conversion efficiencies will be similar. In the 409
figure we plot transmitted and reflected conversion efficiencies 410
versus incident angle for carrier wavelengths of 1246 and 411
1064 nm, and for right-to-left (RTL) and left-to-right (LTR) 412
propagation. When the field is incident from the ITO side 413
[Fig. 6(a)] the maximum reflected SH conversion efficiency 414
is practically identical to the reflected conversion efficiency 415
reported in Fig. 4(b), where the gold layer is 80nm thick. 416
This underscores the fact that the precise thickness of gold 417
is unimportant, as the field is able to exploit the ENZ condition 418
at 1246 nm, leading to larger reflected SHG conversion 419
efficiencies and a peak near 60°. In contrast, for RTL incidence 420
[Fig. 6(b)], the gold shields the ITO to the extent that the 421
intensity inside the ITO is nearly one order of magnitude 422
smaller compared to LTR incidence, shifting maxima closer 423
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FIG. 4. Top inset: Geometrical depiction of the ITO(20 nm)-Au(80 nm) bilayer. (a) Transmitted and (b) reflected SHG efficiencies vs
incident pump wavelength. The angle of incidence is fixed at 45°. Both spectra display measurable shifts due to nonlocal effects. The inclusion
of an additional convective term due to the spatial discontinuity of the free-electron density leads to substantial qualitative and quantitative
differences for the reflected SHG.
to 70°, thus limiting conversion efficiencies with little or424
no influence from the ITO and mimicking a metal-only425
response [49].426
In Figs. 6(c) and 6(d) we plot our predictions of THG con-427
version efficiencies versus incident angle for LTR [Fig. 6(c)]428
and RTL [Fig. 6(d)] directions of propagation for the two-layer 429
system shown in Fig. 6. 430
The b coefficient has been chosen to have similar mag- 431
nitudes in both metal and ITO sections. However, the gold 432
presents a resonant χ (3), Au3ω in the visible range, while the 433
FIG. 5. (a) Transmitted and (b) reflected THG efficiencies vs incident angle for a pump wavelength of 1246 nm, which coincides with the 7
ENZ condition of the ITO. The fact that the reflected component is barely affected when b = 0 suggests that with these parameters the reflected
TH signal originates mostly in the free-electron (centrosymmetric) portions of the ITO. On the other hand, while the transmitted signal is orders
of magnitude smaller than the reflected signal, the pulse crosses the sample before exciting, making transmittance more susceptible to bulk
parameters.
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FIG. 6. Reflected and transmitted SHG (a, b) and THG (c, d) conversion efficiencies for carrier wavelengths at 1246 nm (ITO’s ENZ
condition) and 1064 nm vs incident angle for left-to-right (LTR) (a, c) and right-to-left (RTL) (b, d) incidence. The ITO’s ENZ condition is best
exploited for LTR incidence, while for RTL incidence the gold layer shields the ITO, reducing its effectiveness and shifting the SHG peaks to
larger angles. THG in the case of RTL (d) incidence resembles the results from a thin, metal-only layer, as reported in Ref. [49]. LTR incidence
(c) is more interesting primarily because conversion efficiency displays minima near 20° at the ENZ condition.
χ
(3), ITO
3ω is designed to be resonant at much shorter wave-434
lengths. Therefore, the bulk metal nonlinearity becomes more435
consequential for THG because the fields penetrate into both436
layers. The conversion efficiency profiles are thus strongly437
impacted by the direction of approach, and are more metal-like438
for the RTL direction of incidence [49]. Worthy of note are439
the THG minima that occur for both transmitted and reflected440
components near a 20° angle of incidence for LTR incidence, at441
the ENZ condition of ITO, which also appears for the ITO layer442
without gold backing. Obviously here we are not interested443
in pursuing any optimization of conversion efficiencies, but444
rather in validating the complex model that we use to point445
out the physical characteristics of harmonic generation from446
adjacent layers of free-electron gas systems also as a function447
of direction of incidence. Finally, we note that our calculations448
include the term n0 ˙Pf ( ˙Pf ·∇)(1/n0), the magnitude of which449
is largest, but shielded, for RTL propagation at the Au-ITO450
interface. For either direction of approach the magnitude of the 451
derivative allows us for the moment to ignore the free-electron 452
patinas that extend into vacuum on either side of the stack. 453
V. SUMMARY 454
We have analyzed several examples of harmonic generation 455
from interfacial regions that display free-electron disconti- 456
nuities. Our results suggest that it is possible to observe a 457
nonlinear signature of the ENZ region over the surface of a 458
simple metallic gold mirror. SHG and THG signals display 459
maxima as the pump wavelength is tuned through the ENZ 460
region. Additionally, the nonlinear signals have distinct shapes 461
at fixed pump wavelength as the incident angle is changed. 462
Issues relating to two-photon and multiphoton luminescence 463
[54] could be dealt with by limiting pulse durations to under 464
100 fs and peak intensities under a few GW/cm2. In order to 465
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overcome the intrinsic limitations of a gold surface, materials466
like ITO and CdO could be used as free-electron systems467
that are known to display ENZ conditions of their own. Our468
results indeed suggest significant discrimination for LTR and469
RTL directions of propagation for thin layers, and significant470
impact of both nonlocal and free-electron discontinuities on471
the dynamics.472
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